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                                 Introduction • 
Many methods of dielectric measurement in the meter: wave region such 
as the lumped constant circuit method, the distributed constant circuit me-
thod, the dynatron method, the bridge method, etc.') have been proposed and 
the respective theories formed in simple and sufficiently exact ways. 
   The theories of dielectric measurement in the centimeter wave region 
are more complicated because the wave length in this region is of the order 
of the sample dimension and the exact explicit expression of the complex 
dielectric constant ---- treated in the theory of wave guide has Co Co Co 
not been given, though for special cases the exact expressions have been 
proposed, which were all treated circuit-theoretically so far as the authors 
know. 
   In 1946, S. Roberts and A. von Hipper) proposed for the first time the 
method using standing wave measurement but in their theory was ex-
                                                                         Eu 
pressed implicitly by the equation which contains a transcendental function, 
so the explicit expressions of EVE° and E"/E0 could not be obtained. Accor-
dingly for practical measurement they utilized the graphical solutions or 
the approximate expressions. 
   Afterward, improvements of Hippel's method have been made by T. W. 
Dakin and others3), but the explicit expressions of E7E0 and E"/E0 are only 
the simplified approximate forms of Hippel's expressions. W. H. Surber and 
G. E. Crouch') have given the explicit expressions of e/E0 circuit-theoretically 
by the shortcircuit-opencircuit method which needs, however, in order to 
avoid experimental errors, the extreme mechanical accuracy of apparatus, 
as is described later in this paper. Moreover, another method they proposed 
in the same paper') is based on the approximate equation which is connected 
with the electrical length of the sample and practically the variation of the 
sample length is attended with difficulties for some samples. 
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   In this paper the authors introduce the general explicit expressions of 
 €7€0 and e"/€0 for any electrical length of the sample and show that our 
general equations include Surber's theory as a special case. From these 
equations many new methods can be derived, some of which are more con-
venient and more practical than Surber's method and we can also show one 
of the causes of the errors which attend the shortcircuit-opencircuit method. 
   On the comparison of our methods with the experiments we will discuss 
in the next paper. 
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                                    Fig. 1
As shown in Fig. 1 (b), we use rectangular coordinates (u, v, x), x being 
the direction of the wave guide axis. Within the rectangular wave guide 
in which the length / of the air column behind the sample of the length d 
is varied by moving the plunger, the field of Hof mode which is most practi-
cal for our purpose is given by the following expressions 
                         y.. -y.. 
            Ei(x)„=-.AKe ' +710 ' ) 
                 A'-y.x.1=1,2, 3                       iits       Hi(x)v=,-- (e -rie') j( 1) 
With 
it . Tr v 
Ai --,----h--- sin b  r,-,---_-7-80) 
                               } i=1, 2, 3,          Z .1=i a V-Itir i, 1,17.= 1,13 , Z 1.---:- Z 2( 2) 
where 1=1,2,3 show respectively the field in the air near the klystron, that 
in the sample and that in the air near the plunger, and Z1 is the field im-
pedance in the x-direction, For simplification, the suffixes u, v of El, and Hi, 
are omitted in the following. 
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         At x=d and x=0, we obtain from (1) 
            I(d)erIe- 71d 
(d _ 7 a- a e 1 -ri e 
                                          -  
 ( 3) 
                                                   7, 
E2(d)Zey2a+r2 e3  
H2 (d)_2-            e y2d -r2• 
and 
E3(0) 1±73  
H3(0)1- r3 ) 
           E2(o)1±72    - Z9-( 4) H
2 (o) 
   At the boundary surface of two media neither of which is not perfectly 
conducting, the tangential component of the electric vector and that of the 
magnetic vector are in general continuous. Therefore the boundary condi-
tions are written as 
E (d) E2(d)E2  (a) E3 (o)  
         (d)=112(d) andH2 (0)H3(0)5) 
    As the medium extending over x c. - 1 is a perfect conductor, we obtain. 
E3(- 1) -= 113(e-iz-7871                                         ') = 0,
that is 
-2 y 4 
r3 =-( 6) 
   When we substitute (6) into the first equation of (4) and use (5), the 
equations of (3) and (4) become 
d- Y7,d 
 - 
           e +ive ' +728 72d 
7 a-9           - y.-yc 
    e 1e 
Z2 1 + r2-Zi tanh ri .( 7) 
- r2 
   In most cases pi= iv:. (-: p) holds, so from the second equation of (2), 
rili=y2Z2 =jwit( 8) 
is derived. From (8) and (7), we obtain 
        27d2yod          e
+r,e4-r9  T --------(9) 
        d27,d C 122 _r„ 
and 
1-pr2 - T2 tanh rd .(10) 1-72 
Eliminating r from (9) and (10), we have 
                    T-11-----tanh rtl -1
                 e2 7        ri,d1.1   4(11) T2  T
±1 1 r2--                                  tanh
Ti/ Yi 
   Now, if we let T, and To be tile values of T corresponding to the posi-
tions of the plunger at 1=1,, and 1=12 respectively, from (11) the following 
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relation can be derived: 
      P, 2(K— L)_+ (T2— T,)-------(12)         l_(K—L)TT_ + (T2—T1)KL> 
where 
K- tanh y111 = j tan  2,17` ll 
L ^ tanh y32= j tan - n. 12 
                                              (13) 
                  e22yld+nt 
    e                 ~°~ a—                       yl Ylc
and All is the wave length in the air-filled guide, and the attenuation of the 
wave in the guide is assumed to be zero. 
    2. Transformation. of T 
   If we put 
rl = e-20 and = p + j1G,(14) 
from (1) the VSWR is expressed in the form 
                El max 1+ Ir11.._ = 1+e,-2P (- coth p) (15)           / = 
Ei max = 1- I 7 1-e-2N 
or 
                   Gp=                  r-1 
  P+1 .(16) 
   Now, when xo is the distance from the face (x d) of the dielectric sample 
to the point at which E1 is minimum, and xo is that to the point at which 
E1 is maximum, the following relations are obtained from the phase parts 
of (1) : 
             -(xo+d)_—2cp—            27-c2'~(x0+d)+ (2n + 1)7r(17) 
and 
           2n(x
o'+d) = —2~1—2-(xo'+d) + 2n7r,(18) -
121 
where n is any positive or negative integer. From these equations 
           exp (—j20)_—exp(j47r xo+d           A)(19) 
and 
exp (=j20) _ + exp (j 47r  o+d)(20) 
follow. Substituting respectively (16), (19) and (16), (20) into (14), the following 
equations are derived: 
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   Furthermore, if we substitute these equations into (13), the expressions 
of 1 l are transformed into the following forms:                 l2:1: 
          ~va               (P,+1)— (r.„,— 1) e_F„,j cot 0,xo,,,(m=1,2) (23) 
                (I'-„L+1)+(Im-1)g. ova1+jP„L cot f31xom, 
and 
                                         eJZslx'om              (r,,±1)+(Pm-1)        „r==Tan—~tanf3lxom     T „z—~zs——cm= 1,2)                                                 (24)
                 (rm.+1)—(r„v-1) e1x'O,n 1—j Pm tanFp91xo,m 
   Now, if x' is the distance measured from the face (x=d) of the dielectric 
sample to any point in the medium 1 (Fig. 1 (b) ), El (x) at x=x +d is expressed 
by 
                     a
E1 (x)_(A1ey1 )ey1x+ (A1r1e ) e ylx .(25) 
   Then, the reflection coefficient using (25) is given by the relation, 
r' Alrley1a/le7`~,i.e., r = r1'ez y            Al~, so by substituting this into (21) and (22), 
we obtain 
T--1 J'281x, 
   1Y + l e(21)' 
and. 
)'-1 j'Rlxo     r~'=I1 
+ 1e(22)' 
   3. Determination of E'/E0 and E"/Eo 
   We will derive the equations which determine Eo EO—jEofrom (12). The 
following is a well known characteristic relation of the wave guide : 
                                         2             2a
t/EE'             r22=(?A-7)2—(02/E'(1:) —w2aEo\Eo—J7 
                         2((\zE 
_—\2A\21-                            LEo\2e) —1Eo ; , (26) 
where 2, is the cutoff wave length and d the wave length in free space. For 
r12 also
j           r'2=.7(~) =(—)z—uw2Eo/~_—(7011—~~z(27) 
is written and so the following relation is derived : 
                   E'f/A\)2 E” 
              (r2L_  Eo—\._e/Eo       — (11)(Z9) 
• 
                     Ae 
or 
'” E2r2z(,j2 
         EojEeo-~AC~}(rl)+(Aie) . (29) 
  Substituting (13) and (23) or (13) and (24) into (29), we obtain finally 
the following results : 
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                          1(2\2/1 _AA.,'+BB' E
o"T.\,/lc.)\A'2--i-g2 ) 
      and 
          €"___ i1_(2AB'-BA'' I,(30) €0-k,Rd)A2-i-B2 
      where, A,B, A' and B' are given as follows. 
         1) Case using x0 (the point of 
        A..---7.(I— r 0 (1+ cotx01 • cot-2;--rx02) - (r i Cot -?-27- XOt 
                2n2n                                +ncot -,-x02) (tan -,- /1 -tan 2n /2)                AtAtXI 
       'A (.,--.-:,. T2 (tan2-7r/i•tan 2--7r/2 +cot 2-r x01 'cot 2x02)-rj(cot -7  Xol•COt2--TrX)2* 2
1AlAl21Al21 
                       27r lr27r2n,           tan2-7-r11•tan kr/2+1)-(tan-2711-tan-/2)v'1 •cot-
27xo,+F2 , cot--x02) At2121Al21                                                        (31) 
         B,--,-.(/ '2 -- 1) cot 2gx. — (r i -1) cot 27r xo1+(tan27-r- /1-tan 2--T-r/2).A
iAiAi21. 
                                                                       7r
                                   (1-/V2 cot7rxoicot2—xo2)                          AiAi 
   97r27r27c          B' -7,--(tan--/,•tan27-r/2-1) cot27cx01 — (t-2 -tan2--7r/I.-tan—12) cot--xor, 
      At21Al2,1AiAt- 
                   2rr -2n27r                          +(tankr/
1-tanz-12) (/'1/2 -cot,xo,scot,x00)          21AiA1 ' I 
         2) Case using xo' (the point of E), 
     7r2n         AE-E(I'l--I2) (1+ tan—xol•tan27rx02) + (ri tan-
21 xo1              AIAi 
±P2 tan. 2-211.- x02) (tan.2:11-tan ?7r12) 
           412-1 
         A'--...:-.--1'2 (tan 27r-I, •tan27`1,,± tan 27rxoi •tan 27r xo,,)— ri(tan2-7"1Ex.tan2-7()                                                              1x2          -2-
.7.A,-2121'2121 
     27rn27r27r27r27r           tan
,--listan-,/2 +1)+ (tan2-111-tan—/2)(/'1 tau—x01+ /'2 tan—x02)     AlA-12121Ai' 
13._--(1'i -1) tan2-5 x01 — -(r2 -1) tan 2-7-r x02 + (tan 2-5- /1-tan 2-2-r/2)-)(32) 2
12121Ai 
(1 -P1/2 tan27r xoi •tan 25- X02)                              AlIfl 
         B'--=7.--(F2 -tan -?-25- /1...tan 22-5 /2) tan Tr- x02 -(tan 22-7r /i•tan -22-7-r- /2 -1)• 
      2n27r2n2n                                                                 ttan-xoi-F(ta n                                 2/1-tan/2)(P1/2-tanx°1                                                    —•an—x02) 
      ATAiAiAi Ai 2 
          4. New Methods of Dielectric Measurement 
         The equations (30) are the exact explicit expressions of EVE() and E"/Eo. 
      If the value of e'' given by (12) can be determined by measuring xo or xi', 
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1', 11 and l2, then e'/eo and e"/e° are determined from (30), but these expres-
sions are practically too complicated to be applied to the measurement, so 
in this paragraph we discuss on several special cases where these expres-
ions are simplified. 
   Here we present only the methods corresponding to the measurement of 
xo (the position of E,n15), T, 11 and lz. 
   Case 1) Starting from 11=21/4, 3•A1/4,.........(K=00), we obtain 
(rz 1  
      rl'~T1T2+L(T2-Ti) ,(33) 
where x01 is the position of E?, , corresponding to 1=11. 
   a) By adjusting lz (the position of the plunger) so that the position 
of Erntn may be x02=21/4, 3.21/4, ...... (in this case (23) is reduced to T2=1'2), 
(33) becomes 
  (Ti 1(34) 
ri) = Tir2+L(r2-Ti) 
   b) By adjusting 12 (the position of the plunger) so that the position of 
Enzln may be xo2=0, A1/2,21, ...... (in this case (23) is reduced to T2=1//2), (33) 
becomes 
(rzrz(35) \r) = Ti+L(1-T1T2) -
   c) By letting xoz be the position of Emha such that the position of the 
plunger may be 12=0, 21/2, Ai, ...... (L=0), (33) is reduced to 
  Yz 2  1(36) 
            ri) = T1T2• 
   Case 2) Startingfrom Zz=O, 21/2, 21, ...... (L=0), we obtain 
     (r?2-_ K+(T2-TT)(37)           v`r1)KTiT2 
where xoz is the position of En,.an corresponding to 1=12. 
   a) By adjusting 11 (the position of the plunger) so that the position 
of Emti, may be x01=21/4, 3•A1/4, ...... (T=T'1), (37) is reduced to 
    (rz = K+(T2-1'1)(38) 
               Ti),KTI'1:-- -• 
   b) By adjusting ll (the position of the plunger) so that the position of 
Emin may be xo1=0, 21/2, 21, ...... (T1=1/r1), (37) is reduced to 
      r2 ` __ K11+(T2r1-1)(39)      ~ri KT2 
   Case 3) Adjusting l2 (1=1, 2) (the positions of the plunger) so that the 
positions of E,ntn may be respectively x01=21/4,-3-4- 11,...... (T1=1'1) and x02=0, 
21/2, 21, ...... (T2=1/12), we obtain 
            Yza (K-L)+(~-1'1)     0Y>~_ -----------1z(40) 
(K-L), z+(-,2-1'1) KL, 
( 114 )
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       Considering that T1 and T2 are real, and K and L purely imaginary, we 
   know (40) is a very practical expression. We can also treat the method 
   corresponding to the measurement of xo' (the position of E,,.,), F, 11 and l2 
   in the same manner as above. 
      5. The Agreement of Case 1) c) with the Expression by Surber and Crouch') 
      In the paper by Surber and Crouch, the position of End. is measured 
   from the point which is n I1/2 (n is an integer) apart from the front face of 
   the dielectric sample and expressed with xo as shown in Fig. 2. Then 
x=n21/2-xo and cot (2rcxo/A1)_ —cot (27cxo/1). Therefore, from (23) 
          1 _  Fi+j tan 0a_ = 27r xo;.(41) T
i 1+11 tan 0 , di 
   is derived. 
.2= od— ,,:. 
a 
                ~ T        
4------T/ 
                                         Fig 2. 
      Substituting (41) into (36) and combining it with (28), we obtain 
E. (A ,2E.. 
eo.Z~~Eor,+.;tan01 I'2+j tan 02(42)                    ,1=\.1+jT1 tan 01'\1+jT2 tan:02/,                   1—(21---)2                  ,) 
  that is 
e'A2 
          Eo~~~~GH+IJ                                       =112+12 
                                               (43) 
          EoGf—HJ                 o  
              1—(A 2=H2+f2              --) 
   where 
G — tan 01 tan 02 
H- 1 -F1 T2 tan 01 tan 02 
         IwI1 tan 01+I2 tan 02(44 ) 
J-F1 tan 02+12 tan 01 
      These expressions (43) and (44) agree perfectly with the expressions of 
  the shortcircuit-opencircuit method given circuit-theoretically by Surber 
   and Crouch in 1948. 
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   In our experiment by the method using (43) and (44), we have exprien-
ced comparatively large errors. One of the causes of error seems to be that 
1, is not exactly situated at the point of an odd multiple of 1,i/4 in (36). 
Namely if 11. has the error d11 at /111/4, from (13) K has the error 
      dk=j~~-sec2 -----An11.d11,(45) 
which becomes very large because 11 A1/4. 
   This naturally produces a considerable effect upon E' through (13) and 
(29). Therefore if the mechanical accuracy of the apparatus is not suffi-
cient, the measured value of e* derived from (33), (34), (35) and (36) can 
not be expected to be very accurate. 
                                Conclusion 
   The theories of the dielectric measurement in the centimeter wave region 
which have been published so far are not treated in the theory of the wave 
guide .or otherwise do not give the exact explicit expression of the complex 
dielectric constant. 
   In this paper we have given the exact explicit expression of e*. Espe-
cially we have obtained the exact expression (40) which is more convenient 
for the experiment than any expression so far published. 
   Moreover, if the expression (12) is simplified by approximation, many 
other methods of dielectric measurement can be expected to be devised. 
   One of the advantages of the proposition of this paper is that the me-
thods based on (12) replace the process which cause experimental errors in 
other methods with the measurement of the air column which can be perfor-
med very accurately. Another advantage is that the deformationco, for ins-
tance the variation of the sample length, can be made unnecessary. 
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